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Finance

Finance

Cash Flow Forecasting

A Cash Flow Forecasting feature has been added to MCSJ which allows users to build and report on vari-
ous cash flow projection scenarios. Cash Flow Forecasting consists of several menu options used for set-
up, data input and reporting. Users will have access to a maintenance area where they can define receipt
and disbursement categories and build projection "scenarios." They will also have access to a batch used
for previewing and adjusting their projection results. A Cash Flow Forecast Report and graph can be gen-
erated for each batch. Additionally, Excel export options are available for viewing historical activity or to
assist with custom cash flow projections that need to be done outside of the software.

Finance>G/L>Cash Flow Forecasting

The general steps for preparing a cash flow forecast in MCSJ are listed below.

1. Assign Class Id's to the various accounts used to record receipts and disbursements for a
cash account. The Class Id's will be used to summarize the accounts into general receipt
and disbursement categories.

2. Utilize the Cash Flow Maintenance to build a projection scenario. Users will be able to
define how the annual and monthly projections for each receipt and disbursement cat-
egory should be calculated.

3. Use the Cash Flow Forecasting Batch to adjust and fine-tune receipt and disbursement pro-
jections.

4. Generate the Cash Flow Report.

Assigning Class Id's to Accounts

If a user plans to use historical activity or current budget figures to calculate cash flow projections, they
will need to identify the various expense, revenue or balance sheet accounts they want to include in the
projections. To do this, the user will assign Class Id's, representing summarized disbursement or receipt
categories, to each account they want to include. While this could be done manually in the Account
Maintenance screens, it will be more efficient to the use the new 'Assign Class Id' routine. This routine is
located in the Special Routines program and requires administrative security rights.

Contact E&A Support if you need assistance accessing the Special Routines program.
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To utilize the routine, select a Class Id and choose the accounts to which it should be assigned. Click
'Next' to run the routine.

Class Id's appear on the Class Ids tab of the various Account Maintenances. Classes may also be
assigned or removed from this tab.
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Finance

Cash Flow Projection Maintenance

This maintenance will store an unlimited number of cash flow “scenarios” for specified cash accounts. A
scenario will contain the disbursement and revenue categories (Classes) to be included in the cash flow
projections. For each category, the user can define how the disbursement and receipt projections for an
annual period and monthly periods will be calculated. Projections may be manual or based on per-
centages of current budgetary numbers or historical activity averages.

Each scenario requires a Bank Id or Bank Recon Id (multiple G/L cash accounts). The bank records
identify the G/L cash accounts used in the projection so the system can calculate the correct opening
balance for the Cash Flow Report and get the actual balances for an "actual to projected" comparison.
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Next, the user needs to define their receipt and disbursement projection categories on the applicable
tabs.

Receipts/Disbursements Tab

Class Id - The user will list the receipt and disbursement categories that will be defined on the Cash
Flow Forecast on the appropriate tab. Receipt categories will be Class Id’s that are assigned to various
revenue or G/L accounts and disbursement categories will use classes assigned to expense or G/L
accounts. The user will sort the categories in the order they want them to appear on the report using
the 'Move Up'/'Move Down' toolbar buttons.

Account Type - Identify the type of accounts linked to the Class Id. Only totals for the defined account
type will be included in the Class totals.

Annual Projection - The system offers several ways to calculate annual projections for a category.

l Manual Entry - User enters their own values.
l Current Budget % - User will enter in the % of the current budget they expect to col-
lect/disburse. (Not available for G/L Account Type)

l Historical – Prior Year % - User will enter in a % of their prior cash receipt or disbursement
activity for the category. So, if they feel like they will spend or collect 5% more this year,
they would enter 105%.

l Historical - 2 and 3 year - Same as above except the cash receipt or disbursement activity is
averaged over the selected number of years.

Monthly Projection - Unless the manual entry option is selected, the monthly projection applies a per-
centage against the projected annual amount of receipts or disbursements to calculate a monthly pro-
jected amount. Users can apply an equal ratio for each month (Annual/12) or they can choose from one
of the historical % averages. The historical averages calculate the % of annual receipts/disbursements
for each month and apply that ratio to the projected annual figure. For example, if 75% of Tax receipts
historically occur in June, then the monthly projected receipts for June will be 75% of the annual pro-
jection.

Exclude Revenue Journal Entries (Receipts Only)- The system uses cash receipt transactions to cal-
culate historical collection totals. It does not include accrued revenue transactions (non-cash entries).
Users can utilize this option to determine whether or not to include manual journal entries against rev-
enue accounts as part of cash receipts
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Finance

Exclude Expenditure Journal Entries (Disbursements Only) - The system uses cash disbursement
transactions to calculate historical totals. The user can use this field to determine whether or not to
include manual expenditure journal entries in cash disbursement totals.

Cash Flow Forecasting (Batch)

The Cash Flow Forecasting Batch is used to calculate, preview and adjust a cash flow projection scenario.
It can then be used to print the Cash Flow Report. Additionally, the user may export the calculated res-
ults of the batch to Excel if they plan to do further analysis or have more complex forecasting needs.

Create Forecast

To create a new forecast, the user will specify a Batch Id, select a Scenario Id and specify the starting
year/month of the projection before clicking 'Next' to generate the Forecast Batch. The system will cal-
culate the annual and monthly forecast projections based on the scenario settings defined in the Cash
Flow Maintenance.

Forecast Batch Entry

The Forecast Batch is used to preview and adjust the calculated forecast. The top half of the batch shows
the summarized projections and net cash flow totals for each month. The projections may be changed
on the Receipts and Disbursements tabs.
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Double click in a cell or use the 'Edit' button on the toolbar to change annual and monthly amounts or
percentages.

If a user elects to start their projection after the first month of the year, the months prior to the start
month will contain actual receipts and disbursements for each category and cannot be edited.

Toolbar options:
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Finance

Show Percents/Show Amounts - Use this button to toggle between monthly projections viewed as an
amount or as a percentage of the annual projection. The monthly amounts or percentages may be
changed but the user must recalculate the annual values to ensure the monthly values equal the annual
projection before they can generate the Cash Flow report.

Update Annual - This option will ensure the annual value for each category matches equals its monthly
projections.

The 'Difference' column at the end of each row lets the user know if the annual and monthly totals for
a category need to be adjusted or recalculated.

Recalculate Scenario - This button clears the batch and regenerates the projections based on the current
scenario settings defined in the Cash Flow Maintenance. Use this option to reset the batch or apply cat-
egory or calculation changes you've made to the current scenario in the Cash Flow Maintenance.

Print Report

Once the forecast numbers are satisfactory, use the 'Print Report' button to generate the Cash Flow Fore-
cast report. Selecting this button will enable the following report options:

Compare to Actual - Adds an actual cash flow line to the graph when the user wants to compare prior
months' forecasts against actual cash flow.

Print Graph on Separate Page - Prints the graph and report on separate pages.
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Export Report to Excel

This option will export the Cash Flow Forecast to Excel. The spreadsheet contains formulas to update
monthly net cash flow and cash balances as category projections are modified.

Delete Batch

Use this option to delete a selected batch.

Cash Flow Excel Export

This export can be used to send the historical information used to calculate scenario projections to
Excel. It also contains an option to export actual cash flow data. The source data can be used to create
your own cash flow analysis or to help verify the projections calculated in the Forecast Batch.
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Finance

Report Type - The Historical Information option will send receipt and disbursement data by category for
the requested number of years prior to the 'Starting Year.' The Actual Cash Flow option will export cash
balances and actual monthly cash flow for the specified year.

Scenario Id - All information is reported using the categories defined in the selected scenario.

Starting Year - Historical information is reported for the specified number of years prior to the start
year. Actual data is specified for the months in this year.

Use Average Value - If selecting more than one historical year, this option can be used to average the
receipts/disbursements over the specified number of years instead of reporting each year separately.

P-Card Requisitions

Users may now enter P-Card Requisitions.
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Identify ACH Checks in Bank Reconciliation

An 'ACH' identification column has been added to the Disbursements section of the Bank Reconciliation
to help users quickly identify checks issued via ACH.
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Finance

Run PO Listing for ACH or Non-ACH Vendors

An ‘Include Vendor Type’ combo box has been added to the PO Listing so users can optionally get sep-
arate totals for ACH and non-ACH vendors.
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Personnel

Personnel

Expense Distribution Errors on Payroll Register

Gross pay and employer liability expense distribution errors will now reflect as errors on the Payroll
Register. A parameter flag may be unchecked in Personnel Parameter Maintenance if your organization
wants to bypass the errors.
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Option to include Current Accrued Hours on PDF Payroll Checks

A new PDF check format is available that will display any accrued time earned during the current pay
period. If your organization wishes to utilize this check format, contact an E&A representative for assist-
ance with changing your check format and installing the PDF form.

Self-Service (ESS) Pay Stubs Display Employee Address

ESS Pay stubs will now display an employee’s address.

ESS Mixed Time Requests

An employee may now request time off using multiple types of leave time on the same day.
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Personnel

Personnel Action Form Enhancements

Print Personnel Action Form

A 'Print' button has been added to the Personnel Action Maintenance toolbar. The button can optionally
print all information for the PAF request or only the changes.

Additional PAF Change Fields – Union and Employee Addresses

Users may now enter change requests for an employee’s union and address and phone contact inform-
ation.
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Employee Identification Fields Added to Various PAF Screens

The Personnel Action Listing, Personnel Action Approval Routine and Personnel Action Update
Routine will now display the following information for each employee on a PAF request:

l Last 4 of SSN
l Dept Id
l Union
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Personnel

l Position
l Entered by user

Personnel Action Maintenance

The last 4 digits of the employee’s social and the user id who entered the request are now displayed on
the Personnel Action Maintenance.
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Expansion of Payment and Adjustment Description
Field Lengths
The length of payment and adjustment descriptions has been expanded to 30 characters in all MCSJ Tax
modules and Utility.
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Accounts Receivable

Accounts Receivable

Invoice Maintenance Payment Batch Indicator

Invoices will now display a message when a payment is in an outstanding batch.
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Permits/Code (CPCE) and Inspections

Property Inspections

Users will now be able to schedule general property inspections without requiring the entry of a permit,
violation or rental record. These types of inspections could be done for fire safety, housing, property
sales or any other reason. The inspections and any related checklists will be tied back to the Parcel Main-
tenance in MCSJ for look-up. Property Inspections can be scheduled via the MCSJ Inspection Schedule
or Inspections App.
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Permits/Code (CPCE) and Inspections

Inspection Checklists

Inspection checklists will define various tasks or compliance items that can be checked off during a prop-
erty inspection. Using the Inspections App, the user-defined items can be marked as completed, passed,
failed or whatever other terminology the user elects to use. Completed checklists can be saved as a PDF
attachment on the appropriate MCSJ record type (Permit, Violation, Rental, Parcel) and can also be
emailed via the App to interested 3rd parties such as a homeowner, tenant, realtor or developer. Users
will be able to create an unlimited number of inspection checklists and will assign them to an Activity
Type (Inspection) in MCSJ. When activities with an inspection checklist are accessed in the Inspections
App, the inspector will have the option to complete the associated checklist.
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Permits/Code (CPCE) and Inspections

Inspection Checklist Format Maintenance

To use Inspection Checklists, the user must define the PDF form names for any checklists they want to
create. The forms are limited to a generic checklist format, but users have some customization options
they can define in the Format Maintenance such as including an inspector signature and custom text at
the bottom of the form.

Billing/Collections>Construction Permits/Code Enforcement>Inspection Checklist Format Maintenance

Inspection Checklist Maintenance

The Inspection Checklist Maintenance is used to build checklists. Users will define the checklist name,
the PDF format id and list all the checklist fields for the form.

Billing/Collections>Construction Permits/Code Enforcement>Inspection Checklist Maintenance
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Item Type – Users can create a Heading or Checklist item. A heading is used to label a section of the
form with related checklist items. For example, a housing inspection may contain a “Kitchen” heading
which will organize the checklist items pertaining to the inspection of the kitchen. Checklist items are
used to label the various inspection items on the form. Typically, each inspection item will be accom-
panied by a pass/fail check box and/or comment area.

Checklist Format – For each item listed, the user can define the checklist style for the item. For
example, a single check box with a “Pass” label or separate check boxes for “Pass” and “Fail”. Users can
also choose a “Comments Only” style where they just type the results of the inspection. If a check box
style is selected, they can still allow for a comment by making the appropriate selection in the Comment
Allowed field.

Description – Enter the label for the checklist item or heading.

Box 1 and 2 Label – Provide the label for check box. For example, “Pass” or “Fail”.

Note: The order in which the fields are listed on the maintenance will be the order they appear on the
form. Use the mini toolbar 'Move Up/Down' buttons to change the sort order.

Assign Checklists to Activity Types (Inspections)

After building their checklists, the user must assign them to the applicable Activity Types.

Billing/Collections>Construction Permits/Code Enforcement>Activity Type Maintenance
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Permits/Code (CPCE) and Inspections

Print or Email Violation Letters/Notices to Tenants

Violation letters and notices may now be printed or emailed to a tenant. The user will be able to select a
‘Tenant’ option in MCSJ, the Inspections App and CPSS. Tenant email and address information will
default or may be typed in on the fly.

Note: A valid ‘From Email Address’ must be filled out and verified in CPCE Parameter Maintenance
in order to email violation letters and notices.
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Select a Unit Tenant when creating Rental Violations

Users may now optionally select the unit and tenant for a rental violation. This change applies to any
flagged Rental Violations entered via the Inspections App or CPSS.
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Permits/Code (CPCE) and Inspections
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Regular AM/PM Times Displayed in CPCE and Inspections App

The CPCE module and Inspection App will now display all inspection schedule times in regular
AM/PM format instead of military time.
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Utility

Utility

Meter Read Sync Configuration Parameters

The Utility Billing Parameter Maintenance now contains an area for specifying meter sync export file
transfer settings. These parameters can be used to automate periodic transfers of meter sync information
for various 3rd party AMI metering companies.

An E&A Support representative will need to work with you and your meter company representative
to configure these parameters.
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NJ PILOT

NJ PILOT Delinquent Report

A Delinquent Report is now available in the NJ PILOT module.

NJ PILOT – Print Land Value on Bills

The Bill Format Maintenance now contains an option to print the land value on PILOT bills.
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NJ PILOT
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VA Personal Property

VA Personal Property Debt Set-off Enhancements

Several new enhancements have been added to the VA Personal Property Debt Set-off process.

l MCSJ can now accept match and payment files from the VA Department of Taxation.
l A ‘Deletes” file can be exported as well as match update files for certifications, finalizations and
contests.

l A projected penalty/interest % can be added to the claim amounts when exporting a new claims
file.

l The state admin fee % can be edited.
l Accounts may be excluded based on a selected User Code. A due date range can be specified for
balances to include in the file.

l Users can generate Debt Set-off match letters using the Personal Property Delinquent Notices
l New Debt Set-off related fields have been added to the Personal Property Maintenance

Note: At this time, the enhanced process features are only applicable to Personal Property.

Debt Set-off Update

The Debt Set-off Update routine will now accept match and payment files for Personal Property. The
payment import will create a Payment Batch that must be verified and updated.
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VA Personal Property

Debt Set-off Export

For Personal Property balances, the export routine can export an Update Claim file for deletions and
Match Update files for account certifications, finalizations and contests. For New Claim exports, users
can also now add a % to the claim amount and adjust the State Admin %. An option to exclude accounts
by user code has also been added.
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New/Update Claim (Deletes Only) – This file will include all only Personal Property accounts with the
IRMS Delete flag checked. This flag is checked automatically when payments are made but may also be
manually set by the user.

Match Update (Certification, Finalization, Contest) – These exports require the user to enter a date
range for each designated export type. The system will only export accounts with a balance and a cer-
tify, finalize or contest date in the range.

Generate Debt Set-off Letters via Personal Property Delinquent Notices

This new feature allows the user to generate letters for accounts with debt matches. Users can prepare a
custom PDF letter to include with an accompanying delinquent notice for any accounts with an impor-
ted debt match. This process is also used to set the Certify and Finalize dates on the same accounts so
they may be included in the Match file export routine.

Note: Contact an E&A representative to assist with installation of your letter.

Match Date Range – Only matches with a date in the range will be included.
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VA Personal Property

Certify/Finalize Date – The date entered in these fields will be updated to each account when the letters
are printed. The Debt Set-off Export routine will use these dates to know which accounts to include
when exporting match update files.

Personal Property Maintenance

A “Debt Set-off” section has been added to the Additional tab of Personal Property Account Main-
tenance to consolidate all debt set-off related fields.

Match Date/Match Id/Match Amount – These fields are set during the new Match file import.

Certify/Finalize/Contest Date – The Certify and Finalize dates may be automatically populated when
generating Debt Set-off letters. All three dates may be manually updated at any time.

Reset Debt Set-off Fields

This routine was modified to allow users to clear selected debt set-off fields from accounts in the case of
a mistake.
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